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SET-LIKE EQUIVALENCE AND INNER AND OUTER CUTS 
J. NLCEK 
Abstract; Our aim is to introduce a notion of the set-like equivalen-
ce (subvalence resp.) among classes and to explain it (§ 1), namely, with 
respect to a relation of this equivalence to a description of semisets with 
given inner and outer cuts (§ 2). We present, studying figures in an equi-
valence of indiscernibility, the compatible covering theorem which makes them 
more clarified (§ 2). Finally, we study (§ 3) an existence of semisets with 
given inner and outer cut. 
Key words; Set-like equivalence, 7-indiscernibility, inner cut, outer 
cut, compatible covering. 
Classification; 03K10, 03K99 
Introduction. The point of the AST consists in the existence of a hier-
archy of variously sharp classes. We accept a so called standard system Tfl 
(see [21)(or a system of standard classes) as a system of the sharpest clas-
ses; such a system TJi is, roughly speaking, a submodel, containing all sets, 
satisfying Godel-Bernays axioms for finite sets and, moreover, every normal 
formula is absolute. For example, Sdy, SdJ are such systems of standard clas-
ses. Note that FN 4- 1U and,, more generally, no cut is an element of Ufa . We 
can even see that a semiset is a standard class iff it is a*set. 
Remember that we have two notions of equivalence among classes in the 
AST, i.e. «* and ^ . The second one is defined among sets only and is finer 
than the first one. We can see that, confining the testified one-one mappings 
from the definition of the equivalence of two classes to the standard one, we 
obtain a new notion of equivalence which will be designated by A (see § 1). 
It is finer than *-s* and coincides with Af on sets. Thus, A depends on a (fi-
xed system 471 . But it is uniquely determined among send sets. 
The notion of reality can be made larger. Before we do this, let us agree 
on the following 
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Throughout litis paper, let capital block-letters be rang-
ing met eleaents of a (fixed) system M - The script capital letters deno-
He classes. 
The usual notation of sets, natural numbers, finite natural nunbers and 
constants (e.g. FH, Jt ,W,..-) i s accepted. 
I codable class with the coding pair <Sf, HC> is designated by<5f *4M}$X€ 
station. lx l=<*^<*,&x, CXlTMufiX;luJi=ccl , rX3£ac= f u fi X . 
t *-!*<*}- let ? be a cut. Then £XJ*-=-(usX;iuI-m3f? . 
By a » ( 3 )-equivalence on A, where 7 is a cut, lie mean an equivalence 
% on k such that there exists a relation R & rf*.Aj%A with some tfS'J and 
the following rtoids: 
4t « <̂ —» ft*-!*! i s reflexive and symmetric on A, «, < £ *<f—^R'-facJ ^ 
« * < # ! , l * * * ! * * * * - * rCiC+ii* RM-u*,+lls R"*-ct and A«{R"-t<*J ; «** J = * . 
me designate tf*i«c} by fjL . lie say ttiat R is a creating system for % . 
A symmetric relation % on A is 3-condensating iff we have ( Vu € P(A)-
- I«3af)C3€x fyi«(ul
2)«x,y>€^). 
An equivalence % on A is called Jf-indiscemibility (on A) iff it is a 
jr(3f )-«quivalence, which i s , aoreover, Jf-cxandensatirig. Note that every e-
quivalence of indiscemibility, defined in t i l , may be seen as an FN-indis-
cemibility (on V) under presumption tiiat fli =Sd£ . We can, finally, define 
ttiat a class i s J-real iff i t is a figure in an J-indiscernibility. 
Hote yet tfie following. Let ft be a symmetric relation on A which is J -
condensating. Then there exists a set usCAl* such that (VxfcA)(3y€u) 
<x,y>«R- Indeed, such a u can be found as a maximal (w.r.t. £ ) set-R-net, 
where a set vSA i s an R-net iff Cyx,y*v)(x#y-*<x,y>$R) holds; namely, 
we can see that (JaCeTKVvsA) (v is an R-net—* lvl<#c,) and, consequent-
ly, the existence of the u in question follows from this immediately. 
§ 1. Set-like equivalence. ?tc , ^ses X , ^ are set-like equivalent 
iff there holds (IF)(F is a one-one furKrtiont.doii.(F) & X8tF , fX=^). 
Ite denote this relation by X & %. • 
X i s said to be set-like subvalent to If , X -3j ^ , iff 
C3 F)CF is a one-one fur^ion4don(F) 2 X&fnX B %*). 
lt» following proposition i s a l i s t of some elementary properties of the 
relations in question. 
fYyiiiitiin. 1) ^ is an equivalence. 
2) *-% is transitive. 
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3) x£>it~-»n%y&H%), T&t}~*?iX)2Lnu}* 
4) Let J be a cut. Then X-2f # ~ * PCX)StV3%. 
Theorem. CCantor-Bernstein.) Let £ f*v be two semisets such that 
§ £ l v S t V - < I f . Then f ^ V -
Proof. Let f , g be one-one functions such that domCffef ttkmi§)<£ *** 
and f M J s v , g w v « f hold. 
Put x=doroCf)» y^ooaCg). The function h:PCx) —*> P(y) Is defined bv the 
relation fCu)=x-grfCy-f"u). I t is monotonic (w.r.t . S ) and, consseqpcrrtly, 
there is a c i x such that Kc>=c. Indeed, let C=4u£x;uSbCu}/; then c=UC 
has the required properties. He deduce that c-sx-g*(y-£*c) and x-c & 
&g"Cy~f"c) hold. Assume that aex-c. Then a€ rngCg) and g " C a ^ f V . Ihw® 
the mapping t.x —*¥, defined by the formulas t(a)=fCa) i f f a«c and t(a>= 
g (a) i f f a«x-c, is one-one. To finish our proof we prove tmf & V - Choose 
bc-v-f ?. Then gCb)#f -c. Corseciuently, t(gCb))=g""1CgCb))-b holds. 
Assume that | c X , i#S Y. Me define 
( , % ( » • 
. fMUr *f*05f i s a f"»Tctiao & f s do»Cf)&v&mgCf)c YJ . 
Writing 
X -mmY 
Assuming X^O we have X a*. Y - V 
Me define the mapping F-X «e> CY**. A)—> (x.xY) - ^ A as follows: Let 
f * x - -MY «m> A). Then F(£) is a function defined on 0Cf)=U«m3*doiiCfCx)); 
x *dow(f >V by the relation 
FCf)Cx,y)=fCx)CyX 
Me can see that F is a one-one mapping onto CX*»Y) **» A. Let us prove that F 
m a p s / ? ) ^ ( .£)-=*• A ) onto f * ~ ^ ) - * . A . First, F maps the class in Question 
into the second one. Indeed, let £ # / * W | [ - J ) * * * A . Me have 
C V x c f X3y*vXx*do»Cf)S*y*do»CfCx)) and, consequerrtly, F C f ) s / ? ~ * W 
- ^ A. Choose 9 ^ / | ^ \ - - ^ A . Let f be defined by the relation fCx)Cy)=g(xfy) 
where <x,y>*ifowCg). Then f * X -fe (Y w*A) and F(f)=g. Me have f * - u & dom(g\ 
thus Ct fxc f X fCx)« ( * ) - *>A) , I .e . £ * £ ? W | ^ ) - ^ A), r^weequerttly, F is 
errto arid we just have proved 
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Proposition. (| ) ^ ( ( v ) ^ A)~(|*y *" A-
Proposition. Let 3 ,*£ be two cuts. Then 
it.? i n ? . ; . 
Proof. Assume that f is a one-one mapping such that dom(f)^ 7 and 
f"3 =2f" • Take * • ? • Tnen f'^» &2 and» consequently, max f'fec c £> . We 
deduce from this that oc ft £ holds. 
Now, we shall study the sum U% under presumption that %^>^ and 
% S £ VJ^, where J is a cut. The required results will be obtained, name-
ly, under presumption that J is regular cut, i.e. the formula (V^u)(u n tf 
is unbounded in 3 ~ * u n J A ^ ) holds. 
A cut J is regular iff (VusN)(VoG ,d) (u A J is unbounded in 
J & d is an isomorphism of <oc ,«> and <u,s> ->d~ Or% u)= J ). 
Proof. The implication from right to left is trivial; let us prove 
the converse one. Let u,«c,d be such sets as is required and put 
^=d H ( u n 7 ) . Then ̂  is a cut. We conclude, by using the regularity of J , 
that u r> J ^ J . We have ^ u n j a n d Jr ̂  ^ holds. 
To formulate the required results, we use the following definitions: 
A function h « ^f'v is called ^-function iff the formula oO % Jn dom(h) —* 
—* h(«*)•£ VI* holds, h is a total 3-function if, moreover, dom(h)aCf. 
Theorem. Let $ be a regular cut, closed under • (multiplication),and 
let h be an ?-function. Then 1) U h " J ^ J v ( 3 ^ « 3)((/h"JfAy), 
2) Uh"^^> 3«-* -i(3«* J)(Uh"J=Uh"oo). 
Proof. Note that 2) is an easy consequence of 1) and the equivalence 
Uh"Cf is a set«*»-*(3yc3)(Uh"y=Uh":/). We prove the assertion 1) in 
two steps (A), (B). 
(A) Assume that h is, moreover, an exact function, i.e. h is a function 
such that 
oo «, dom(h)~* h(oc)*Q 
and 
0&4./3-* h(eo)oh(£)=0. 
hold. Then U h " . ? ^ O f v ( 3 y * ^ ) ( U h " ^ ^ r ) is satisfied. 
Proof: Put, for ym dom(h), g(jr)=lih(7 )I and let 9(oc)=Jig(^y); 
T *<*!. Then g is an increasing function. Let, for oc# dom(g), oo 2" 1, 1^ 
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be the interval [g(o(,-l)+l,g(<>c )J and I = lO,g(0)J. We assume that JT is closed 
under • ; thus, ot c £f —*» K«cOc *3 holds. We have UX,£3«-+dom(h) c J 
and U 1^ = 3-wdom(h)f J . Let < ^ d c d o m ( h ) be a set such that t^ : £-£-* 
*—^ h(cc) holds for every ate dom(H). We define the function TT on U* /aJU 
by the relation: "nVl^ =t^ , oC € dom(h). We obtain immediately 
h" U „ L , = U,t" L = U„h(o6)=Uh"J. 
The function h is one-one, thus, consequently, Uh"0f£» U L* holds. We can 
conclude that the proposition in question is true. (Note that we have not 
used the presumption that .J is regular.) 
(B) Lenma. Let % be a regular cut and let f c U * V be a disjoint func-
tion. Then there exists an exact function g*U*V such that 
(1) f"J=g"J, 
(2) i f f is an J-function then g i s , too 
Proof. Put u=-t*CC dom(f);f(oC)*0i. 
( i ) u n j f is bounded in J , put v=unJ7 . Let d,</* be such that d is an 
isomorphism of <"cT,c ^ and<v,c> . We define, for oo c c f , g<*o)=f(d(oc)). 
The function g has the required properties. 
( i i ) Let u n 3 be unbounded in Cf , le t d,cf be such that d is an isomorpn-
ism of < e f , c > and<u,c> . Put, foroCC dom(d), g(pc)=f(d(oc)). We can see 
that g " J = g " ( d ~ 1 " ( j A u ) ) = f " ( J n u ) = f " J . Thus (1) and (2) hold. 
To f in ish our proof, we put, for e t c dom(h), f(oc)=h(oc)-h"<« . Then f 
is a disjoint 3 -function such that f «c =h"« . Let g be a function, guaran-
teed by the preceding lemma. Then Uh"J =Ug"& and we can use the part (A). 
Corollary. Let # be a regular cut, closed under • . Then 
X ^ J & Z £ CVJ*-* (UZ ACfvUfceCVJ*). 
Proof. Then there exists a one-one total 3-function f such that %-
-fuy . The assertion is a consequence of the previous theorem. 
We say that a function is U-unbounded in 0 iff ~i(3oC &jO(Uf".7 = 
= Uf"eC) holds. 
Renark. If the function f, presented in the previous proof, is U-un-
bounded in 0 then U2f £, 7 . 
Proposition. Let ̂  be a cut, closed under • . ? is closed under the 
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function 2X iff every one-one total JT-function is (J-unbounded in 7 • 
Proof. 1) Suppose that there exists rfc 7 such that 2 * ^ 7 . Let 
h:2" «i--W P(cT) such that h(oo)*£& holds for every oc Set. We have 
tfmg(h)*d# . Thus h is a one-one total 3f-function which is not (/-bounded 
mar. 
2) Assume that 7 is closed under 2X; let f be a one-one total 7 ~ 
function. Suppose that f is not U-unbounded in 7 . Then there exists < * * 7 
such that vs-Uf'W *Utn7 and, consequently, P(v)ftfH7 holds. We can conc-
lude, using the presumption that 7 is closed under • and 2X, that v*f VJ*^ 
and 2*v*€ 7 . Further, f'^fi P(v) holds for some f Q 7 , and, by using the 
fact that f is one-one, we see that Ivff ? r̂ » which is a contradiction. 
Corollary. Let J be a regular cut, 61osed under 2X. Then 
Z A 7 k Z &tV2*~+UZ X> 7. 
The function f: cPKcf—* V is called 7* 7 -function iff oc ft ̂ —* 
-•f(«#)',^4iar holds. 
Theorem. y Let 7 be a regular cut, closed under • . Let f be an J M 7 -
function. Then 
i) my9««r9&y. 
2) If tifirjAV for some ft* 7 then Uf(«o)Ma & J . 
^ ' *4? 
Proof. Put, for *y such that <«9f, y > f t dom(f), 
Then U f M 3 f ^ ^ f ( « c ) M ^ .. Indeed, xftOf" « - * O ^ c tf ) (x f t?(y) ) *-*> 
4-^J»f ty ) (3«C<y) (x f t f («6 )> ) f - * (J t6 f tJ ) (x€ f (eC) M J) -^x« 
ft U f ( « c ) M # holds. He have, moreover, <*, , /?> ft ( C f x J ) n d o m ( f ) — * 
J £ i | f ( « 0 M / H f t J . T r w s ^ f t ^ n o ^ ( ? ) - - * . | f ( r ) | ^ 7 ' . m a x { i f ( o o ) > | ; 
Consequently, r is an J-funct ion and the proof can be finished by using the 
previous theorem. 
f 2. Figures in an J-irriescernibility. Our intention is to study, with 
respect to the set- l ike subvalence (requivalence resp.) ' to 7 , a figure M 
in an 7 - ind iscemib i l i t y , submitted to the condition &(%)&tvtf • 
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First, our aim is to prove 
Theorem. Let J be a cut closed under • . Let % be a figure in an 3~ 
indiscernibility % on A such that 4*(Z )st^2^• 
Then there exists a (total) J-function f such that Z& U f "J7 holds. 
To do this, we shall study the situation in question more generally. 
Let R ^ ^ f c a w be a creating system of an CMndiscernibility % on A. 
By an <R»3>-system we mean every system 
WAK^ed ;X*U(«C)A«GC J}9 
where u is a tota l t7-function such that rng(u)£A. 
Let T be a relation with dom(T)cN. T is called J-chain i f f (km(l)StJ' 
and T'HoC+jJfiT'̂ oc} holds for every «c+lcdom(T). We designate T'^tc} by T ^ 
1W is compatible with T w.r.t. a property ^(x,JC) i f f 
(VoCca)(Vzftu(oc)) { y j ^ y . ^ - C z } ) * * ! ^ . 
Theorem (on compatible covering of figures). Let R be a creating sys-
tem for an J -indiscernibility % on A. Assume that % is a figure in 
*£ and let y(x,X) be a normal formula (possibly with standard parameters) 
which is monotonic w.r.t. X ( l . e . j ( x , 2 ) i X f i X / - * ^ » r ) holds. Let T 
be an 7-chain such that 
lxj?(x,2)}sturvJ. 
Then there exists an<R,#>-system Wwhich is compatible with T w.r.t. 
y(x,X ( and covers % (i.e. % S UW). 
Proof of the first theorem of this section by using the just presented 
one. Let R be creating for % . Put TM-f«cf = tM** , f(xtX)^*x £ X . 
Let u be such that the <R,3f>-system $T= i R^fzl;zcu(eG)&* c 3} is com-
patible with T w.r.t. 9>(x,3C) and covers % . ThenaC* 2f & z«u(«c) — * 
--» P(R^iz!)firA3£flCfi.e.<«c 2 fc z « u ( * ) - * ^ * z l c C A . l * * . Especi-
ally, * c Cf«-*U ^R^<z};ziu(«c)}€CAj3r . Thus, there is B<fs3 such 
that 
*,*/—*U-CRJ1-Cz|;zcu(^)} is a set. 
Put, for ct c<f , f(<*)= U<R^-Cz};zcu(«c)i. Then f is a total CMunction 
a n d j g s U f ' J . 
Proof of the last theorem. We can assume that dom(R)adom(T)=ij for so-
me ^jjf and that S :»—-#P(A) is a function such that s(o&) is a maximal 
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R^-net. Put, for «. C 1J j 
u(oc)=-fx;xcs(oc)A-fy; y(y»
Ri i x?JS T ^ } . 
Then 1^= ifQ i z};z€u(oC)4* €.?} is compatible with T w.r.t. ^»(x,X). We 
must only prove that W covers % . Let z e.3f be arbitrary. Assume that the-
re exists an oc& 7 such that 
(i) {y;y(y.R£-f z p t e T ^ j . 
Choose z€s(oc+l) with<z,2>6 R ^ . We have R/^+1* z*}£ R̂ .-f z}. We obtain, by 
using the fact that <jp(x,X( is monotonic in X , that 
iy; 9>(y)R^+1{zJ)lc-£y; ?(y,F£ - f z D J s T ^ . 
Thus Z f e u ^ and zcR" jfJJtfR^+1u(oC+l) . 
We must prove yet that there exists cc € J such that (1) holds. Assume the 
contrary that (1) is false for every oC C ? . Thus, there exists gr# 7 such 
that -7(4y;9(y,R^-fz})iSTr+1); choose y with g>(y,R'^*y?)<* y * \ + v p is 
monotonic, thus <f(y,̂ S"-fylr) holds and g>(y,2) is satisfied, too. We have 
y 6 JJJL & I i, which is a contradiction. 
oC6j**» Qr"--
Theorera. Let £7 be a regular cut, closed under • . Suppose that % is 
a figure in an ̂ 7-indiscernibility. 
Then ?(2)&M7*-* (Z &Jv(3u*t\/f)(Z&u)). 
Proof. We have an .7-function f such that % & Uf"3 (see the first 
theorem of this section). Thus the implication from left to right follows 
from the theorem of the first section. The converse implication is t r i v i a l . 
We define, for a class X , inner cut (D~(£) by 
p'(&Mc(,;(3u*XXii&€di -
We can see that (0~(X) is*xlosed under «£ and to"(X) is a cut iff X is no 
set. 
Assume that £ is a semiset. Outer cut tp+(f ) is defined by 
f»+( f ) = M <* j(3u3£ )(u /fc*)j. 
(&+(£ ) is closed under £ ; it is a cut iff £ is no set. We have, for every 
set x, p*(x)= jo+(x)=llxfi. 
Note that rp~( £ ) S f>+( f ) holds for every semiset P and JD~(C/)= J is 
true for every cut 2» 
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Theorem. Let jf be a regular cut, closed under • . Let % be a figure 
in an 7-indiscernibility. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
1) p~(£)=0T. 
2) Z is a semiset&p+(jj )= J . 
3) Z&V. 
Proof. At first, </"(£)= C7-^ P(Z)Sl\l37 and pO(jj) s J -* i ( 3 u C 
ft £ V3 ) ( 2 G U ) hold for D = + and a = - . We can see, by using the pre-
vious theorem, that £>"(#)= jf-*.2f^ J and, consequently, (D—*> (2) holds. 
We deduce quite analogously that (2)—*>(3) holds, too. The implication (3)~#» 
— > ( 1 ) is trivial. 
§ 3. Some properties of inner and outer cuts. In this last seption, we 
present some elementary properties of cuts in question and we discuss the ex-
istence of semisets with the prescribed inner and outer cut. 
Throughout this section, £ »V»C > £«»••• range over semisets. 
Proposition. 1) £4l v — » ($°"(f )*p~(v)&{0 +(f )S f + ( v ) ) , 
2) £4, v-*> (<*~(p=f"(v)&p+(£)=f>+(v)). 
3) ( p ~ ( | ) ^ p " ( v ) ^ J D + ( v ) $ j t > + ( p ) - ^ - | ( f < 3 V ) * " l ( v < j f ). 
Proof. _1) Let f be a one-one mapping with dom(f)^ £ and f" F c *v . 
I f u c 1§1? W then f ' u ^ u and f " u € P ( v ) holds. We conclude that gull € 
i p " ( i ; ) . Assuming v 3 v we can see that f" "v=iW5 fc and, consequently, 
liwjl^ <p (? )• Thus, l t v | l ^ {& + (£ ) holds, too. 2) and 3) are immediate conse-
quences of 1). 
Proposition. p + ( c ) £ jo~(-u) —•* £ .^3 v . 
Proof. Suppose that P £ u and l l u l l c p ~ ( v ) . We have a v 5. v such that 
(lull = Itv/j. Thus £ £ u ^ v f i i / and, consequently, P -O V • 
Let *XSm \ be a cut, <» c N. We define 
Proposition. Let 3 , * ( S ^ be cuts, if s N. 
i) n-'}-H-T>rs'n-W' 
J) J s ^ t ^ r J l s ^ J ) , 
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*> n*<nrv*}, 
5) a* nT%«->}*n~J 
6) ** C q -* (12"06 €^«*-*<*&^T£K 
Proof. Let us prove 1) and 2) only. l )«f*€ . 0-f^ -oc, o& e 5 ? 
«~*(V«*«^ )(^<i|-^)4-*(V«c#^,)(oc<^-cr)^^si? -cT 
•^(Jycij -^)(y<-i|-€r)^*Gy«flj -^>Cor<lI -y) 4-* 
«-» (3^4v -^XoT^-y). 
2) Put, for y * ^ >f 'y>=irr * Then i"W-jP= ?•# • 
Proposition. Assume | s ̂  c N. Then 
1) p~(n-f)= ^ f ^ f >> 
2) f + ( f ) ^ r f - ( i | - f ) . 
Proof. Only 1) must be proved; 2) is a consequence of 1) and the previ-
ous proposition. We have 
<**?"*(ll"f )*-*(3uS^~J )(Bu«=eo)^*(Jv)(JS vS^fclvI^-<*)*-*> 
*-* tj~«t2y +(| )*•**&€ i|Trp+(f ) (see 6) of the previous proposition). 
Here and down, let ij denote a fixed number from N-FN. 
Now, our aim is the following: let 2f~S-?+.m -% be two cuts. We are loo-
king for a semiset £ S i| such that p ~ ( . 2 ) =J~ and ^e*(iD= ~f holds. Our 
problem can be reduced to an anlogpus one concerning the inner cuts only. In-













Further, note that Z can be found by such a way that 3 & £ and -# ~ 3 + <S 
S y - 2 * These two relations guarantee that 
ff(Z>a30*« p~(+-M>3tvrJ**yv 
Let us describe the structure of our problem more generally: A l is t 
< & » f f 0 , 2 | > is said to be doublet in CL i f f MQ%^Zl& d and £0t%Zr®» 
I t is <Ja*$ ^-doublet Cinft>> ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 * ^ i
 8 K > t w o c"18- i f l S i ^ i 
holds for i*Gsl. Assume that i ^ l ^ o j is a systea of subclasses 0t &> , A 
doublet <flL, 2 0 , Z{> is called < ^ 0 , J 1 > - 1 ^ 1 ^ - o M e r m i n e d i f f tfer A l -
lowing holds for i -0 ,1 : j& 'CXj ) * J^CVot * - Q K A C ^ , ^ i ) is infinite) 
(we have A ( # , t p = ( X ~ ^ ) u ( 1 £ - . j C ) ) . A doublet «l%SLQ%9Cl> is fully 
O 0 , 3{> -tyft*!-determined iff every larger doublet (i.e. a doublet 
<a, %Q,%1>, where ZQ s %Q and Z^ %x holds) is <J Q, 3{> -i^ft^ ,-deteB. 
mined. 
Here and down, let flL^i^.r* J X have the meaning introduced 
above. 0,i ° x 
A doublet <&,£ Q, J x > is said to be <JTQ, 7{>-normal iff it is an 
< J 0, 7X>-doublet and the following holds for i=0,l. Put 0.=P(a-f j) -
-lOl l . Then we have ( 0 ^ 0 * &-£.*»&) v 3^4-0 &(V v %d.)(v- J^li)). 
We have used the notation: T5=l, T=0; this one will be used further on. 
Theoren. Let <ft,, 9 0, f i> be a < 3 Q , CJ^-normal doublet in & . Then 
there exists a larger fully O Q , Qf^- i % * J * i-determined doublet. 
Proof. We define, for i=0,l, the relations ^ . S ^ A ^ with tiom(^i)= 
= XL as follows: 
if © i=0 then UV-C«ci = & , 
i f 0 ^ 0 then iUV loc l j o t * ! ) . ? - ^ . 
Let, for i =0 , l , & . be the function and <J. the relation defined by 
induction on JQ. as follows: 
is a countable class i f f y?f- f ^ J2 , 
q,V-CocJ =0 i f f # * - f . < ! FN. 
Put, for i «0 , l , 2t* SiUf^Slutlfrll. We have 
E o n £ x = 0 
because of the following relations holding for 1*0,1: 
ri.a*q.i---o, ff j .az.f i -0, fl/vn^o 
and 
Further, we can see, by using the fact that ^0»?*i are one-one functions, for 
i=0,l, 
holds- Assume If* J ^ F N . Then Z^^f^SL and, moreover, ? ^ ? * J 1 
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holds for every 2 ^ 3 2 ^ . 
Assume fa- J ^ i l . Then C^-ioc} is a countable subclass of 
%cr4itm$i*' Thus, a s s u m i n9 S^nZj-O, we obtain FN-Si^*-:?.. 
Especially, the relation 
*6(Vt»^i) is infinite 
holds for every ot c JQL, i=0,l and < & , %Q) j?-> larger than <&, ̂ 0»i?i>' 
It remains to prove the following: 
Let <a, 3f0, .?!> be a doublet, larger than <&, ZQ>Z{>. Then j>"(%i> 2^ 
holds for i=0,l. 
, F i rst , the relation y"(i!j)2?| follows from the fact that $.£ %.• 
Thus, we must only prove for i=0,l that u eP(a)-I. &37~-» l ( u s ^ ) 
holds. Assume u ePC&l -CO.]*. If u n £ T * 0 then u a 2 ~ 4 0 holds t r i v i a l l y . 
Suppose u o ^ = 0 . We have u & 9 and 9?,(co)6.u for some oc € Si. Thus 
y i(©6)eun^Y' i-
e- ~l(u£j^) holds, too. 
Let us introduce one special type of <.70, .7,>-normal doublets, being 
connected immediately with the problem, we have started with. 
We say that a cut 3 is -ft-complementary iff we have (VoC $2) 
u-y*sSL). 
Proposition. Let *l> be an JQL-complementary cut and suppose that^«$Cc 
S a. Then a-p=*il . 
Proof. Let f be a one-one function such that dom(f)=2f*23» f y S a and 
f"^=£ . Then^-jf^C f'y-J-Ji a-£ holds. We have v-^ttJl and, conseq-
uently, a-£«jJl . 
Proposition. Let 7 , J, be SL-complementary cuts. Then: 
1) Every <J , J,> doublet in a set is <J Q, J ^-no rmal . 
2) Assume jf sJf,fi ̂  (for some i££ N) and let 3L, 1£ -r X be Jl-comp-
plementary. 
Then <ij,, CL,12~ ̂ i ^ is an ^ ̂  > 3^-normal doublet. 
A proof follows immediately from the previous one. (Remember, f o r the 
case 2) that \ - ̂  £> ̂  TC^ holds.) 
Corollary. Let 3 ~£ ^ 6 - ̂  be two cuts so that CT and ig-^ 2 are 
il-complementary. Let C y f f j ^ be a codable system of subclasses of 1£ . 




are both in f in i te for every oC € It . 
Example. Let J a i n be a n i l - complementary cut^such t h a t j s ^ ^ r ^ * 
Then there exists P £ i j with 
(D"(p=X p+(f ^ T J -
Moreover, suppose that ? £ ) ] 7 J ; put ̂  "T .7 = ^ . Then we have 
We finish this section by a short investigation of elementary proper-
ties of -Q.-complementary cuts. 
Proposition. A cut J is JQL-complementary iff (VoC f C H Q - y • W 
(J&oc - y ) holds. 
Proposition. Every cut closed under + is Jtl-complementary. 
Proof. Assume that a cut J:£ ri is closed under +. Then, under pre-
sumption that i2=2* 9T, we have y 4 3 . Thus ̂  - 7 h* T ^ -& • 
Proposition. Let J be such a cut that N-J is revealed. 
Then 0 is ._&-complementary. 
Proof. Assume that J Sk if .We have {?£-n,n€ FN}£N-3 and, consequ-
ently, there exists r̂ 4 FN such that 'Jj-grfiN-Cf , i.e. C/S*^- gr . 
Example. Assume o ^ FN. Then U-C-^+n;n€FN} is an Si -complementary cut 
which is not closed under +. 
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